





Broad q = 72
Presto q = c. 172 (in this and other passages this tempo serves
                                   as an ideal; the performer should aim for as
                                   near to this as possible)




















With ample pedal, but often changing

































*Throughout the piece, the grouping of the semiquavers is purely for ease of reading - no aempt should be made to 
accentuate or otherwise articulate the groups, nor to emphasise the 4/4 metre, which is again a purely notational convenience. 
Instead, the semiquavers should be played in a ﬂuid and dynamic manner, like a continuously morphing texture, absolutely 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































pp! (upper part 
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staccato but moderately heavy at ﬁrst
ﬀ diminuendo sempre
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q = 84 
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* Throughout this section, the notes marked sﬀz should be played as if 'outside time', unrelated to the pulse. Their 
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Presto q = c. 174
134
f demonic and unearthly
(hands balanced when LH ﬀ,
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increasingly reckless in both hands
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(all dynamics from here 
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